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About This Game

The first true sequel to the classic 1988 Nintendo Entertainment System original, Bionic Commando sees the return of the
bionically-enhanced Nathan "R.A.D." Spencer. Time has not been kind to Spencer: Five years after his heroic defeat of the

Imperials, he has been betrayed by the government he swore to serve, imprisoned for crimes he didn't commit, and sentenced to
death.

On the very day of Spencer's execution, terrorists detonate a massive experimental weapon in Ascension City, unleashing an
intense earthquake that has turned the city into rubble and wiped out its population. With the terrain in ruins and the city's air
defense grid now in the control of a massive terrorist force whose goal remains unclear, the FSA have only one option left - a

behind-the-lines assault.

It's the perfect job for a Bionic Commando.

Bionic Commando transposes the much loved swing-and-shoot gameplay of the 8-bit original onto a stunning 3D environment
of towering buildings, suspended roadways and monorails, deep canyons and sheer rock faces, which are traversed using

swinging, scaling, climbing and wall-walking techniques.

Key Features:

Use the bionic arm to swing between towering skyscrapers at breathtaking speed, hook onto distant objects, zip up on
hanging girders and choose your own route through the game
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Gameplay that moves through horizontal and vertical environments - a 3D game that truly uses all three dimensions. Full
multiplayer mode with rich stat-tracking to check whether you're a true commando or a lowly private

Use the power of the bionic arm - and of next-gen physics - to realistically throw massive objects, pummel opponents,
whip enemies into the air, or pull the landscape apart

Arm yourself with a variety of weapons worthy of a Bionic Commando

Starring Mike Patton, the former lead singer of Faith No More as the voice of Nathan Spencer

Developed by Swedish studio GRIN, developers of the highly acclaimed Ghost Recon: Advanced Warfighter series for
PC

Bionic Commando takes advantage of the Steam Cloud by storing your save games in the cloud. Simply pick up where you left
off when you log into your Steam account on any PC.

Players who own both Bionic Commando and Bionic Commando Rearmed will enjoy access to three unlockables in Bionic
Commando, including the "Retro" Nathan "R.A.D." Spencer skin, a Prototype Weapon and a secret room in the Fissure level.
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Genre: Action, Adventure
Developer:
Capcom
Publisher:
Capcom
Release Date: 28 Jul, 2009
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This game is difficult. Far more than I imagined. And yet it was far easier than I expected it some respects. Disclosure, I only
made it partway into the first chapter. The magnetic aspects of the puzzles were quite easy to figure out. The jumping aspects of
the puzzles were much more difficult to pull off. In my brief 1 hr of playtime, puzzles involving the magnet gun were not
challenging at all.

The jumping puzzles, however, were rather difficult and punishing at that. The last level I played (in Chpt 1) had a complicated
jumping puzzle involving the magnet gun in which I had no idea whether I should use the magnet gun to pull myself to a far off
platform, or push myself with the magnet gun to vault over the platform, or...??? something else entirely. The puzzle didn't
allow for trial and error to figure it out. One mistake and you land in a blanket of chlorine gas and die. Which means you have
to start the puzzle from the beginning all over again. I tried a few times and failed each time to make the jump. So I died with
no idea how to make the jump, and had to start the entire puzzle from the beginning. Again. My tolerance for repetition is fairly
low, so I will probably never play the rest of this game. I wish I could refund.

TLDR: the learing curve for the magnetic gun (boxes, stairs) is quite shallow and actually gets a bit boring. The learning curve
for the jumping aspects of the game is quite steep and quite punishing. I personally detest jumping puzzles. If I could just climb
back up and try again I'd probably be playing right now instead of writing this review. But death on failure requiring starting the
puzzle from scratch means....there are other games in my Steam backglog to play which surely have far less frustation and a
more satisfying sense of progression and advancement.. The game lives up to its name because I stink. The fact is you have so
much fun you don't even care how much you're in the hole. You don't know jack is based on a game show (MAKE A LIVE TV
GAME OF IT, WHAT'S THE MATTER WITH YOU PEOPLE) lmao. Get to know the game and play it often. One rule: if you
don't know the answers I wouldn't guess. The host is really up for proving the motto.. I'm impressed it's a nice little rpg with
several funny moments but it's very short like 6 hrs or less but it's worth the play. \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665! This game make
me some kind of 4 dimensions creature! My brain burn! yeah! I'm recommending!. No Options To click on and cant change it
from german!!! very poor would like a refund. This game is repetitive without the ability to be creative in game play. I was
bored of it within 1 hour. I loved the old Zoo Tycoons, but I do not recommend this one.. I had fun tossing myself around in
zero g, and the first couple times I floated around an abandoned ship, looking for resources was actually enjoyable. But when I
started repeatedly seeing the same ships pop up and not even being able to scavenge without my ship getting hit by rocks
repeatedly, it went from \u201cOh man, my ship got hit! I need to hurry back!\u201d to \u201cAgain? Really? Can\u2019t I get
a moment to just scavenge these ships?\u201d

\tIt\u2019s too easy to break even on food and oxygen even without putting much effort, and the only major goal you have is to
build a shuttle to escape which involves collecting a lot of resources in a fairly boring manner. If it was a game about trying to
survive by going around a bunch of ships, barely clinging on than it would be neat. Instead it\u2019s a base building game where
the base building is too easy, and the method of getting resources is boring and repetitive.. After enjoying The Inner World so
much I have been looking forward to this for a looong time. The Last Wind Monk is nothing short of awesome! It keeps a
similar vibe and wit as its predecessor. Tons of fun puzzles, dialogue that makes you laugh, badass music, and fluffy adorable
Tumble Mice. What is not to love? 10\/10. So the trailer looked good.

Screenshots looked good.

I decided to do a lets play for my channel using this, I made it a one-shot as I couldn't bear to keep playing it's that terrible.

WORST ****ING IDEA EVER!

Cons.

WAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAY to dark. Darkness is only scary if used correctly that doesnt mean make the whole damn game
dark!

Way too overpriced for what it actually delivers, I've seen cheaper games then this that are better for a good horror scare.

Jumpscares were many and also they were all garbage. Imagine a rpgmaker horror game jumpscare you know whaere a image
pops up. expand that to a 3d game (still keeping the 2d image) and there you go.
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Devs clearly dont care about the community! I've seen many gamers complain about bugs and get the same automated response.
So the public greenlit them just to be ripped off!

So that's my review.

DO NOT BUY THIS GAME.
If you want good games that deliver real scares there are probably tons of free indies better than this trash.
Avoid at all cost or you will be added to the long list of annoyed customers.
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This game will yield hours and hours of fun. I shouldn't be so quick to call it a game though; It's more of a sport. There are few
controls other than stop, go, turn, and restart, but don't think for a second that there is no room for improvement. The game
engine catches every slight turn of the wheel for split second victories or losses. The community is great too; there are countless
custom tracks that refuse to let this game become stale.

WELL worth the price.. Intense party game, if played properly. Beautiful design and flow is smooth. The tutorial and gameplay
is easy to learn, bonuses don't need to be explained as the colour differentiates it.. A nice (but short) rhythm game. The
balancing is surprisingly good for such a... value title. Starts out easy, then there's a little spike, and then you overcome it with
experience. I've seen worse.

Something disappointing seems to have happened with the Workshop feature. There are only the 5 "official" alternative characters
provided by the devs at launch to choose from and that's it. I guess they were getting into legal trouble with the content users were
submitting and decided it's not worth the hassle. Which is a bummer, but somewhat understandable.

There are some issues, like the tutorial screens always appearing at certain times, which gets annoying when replaying early levels
for top scores. The aiming camera is at an awkward angle and takes some getting used to. But overall, the game feels adequately
polished and plays smooth and fun. A worthy successor to There's Poop In My Soup, I can see KBros Games making a franchise
out of poop. I'd buy keep buying that for a dollar.. Ugly to look at, awful to listen to, terrible to play.
One of 4 games by this dev to be released today that all look exactly as terrible as eachother.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/WLM4ec_LyiU. + Super cute
+ Mechanics are easy to understand, but can still yield fiendishly difficult puzzles
+ No artificial difficulty
- Levels fall into "first try worked" or "super-difficult", with nothing in between
- Sometimes a level just overwhelms me ("Eight passengers? Really?")
o I usually play 2 or 3 levels, then I leave it for another day
. This game is almost an exact copy of the 2009 game "The Company of Myself". The Company of Myself, however, is
arguably much better than Broken Dreams, AND is free. Most specifically the soundtrack of The Company of Myself is still
one of my favorite game soundtracks.

The artwork in this game is nice, but there is no real animation. Your character seems to just slide from one place to another
with no other movement.

The male voice actor for Boken Dreams is alright, but the female voice actor sounds like she has a cold.

The ending also leaves much to be desired. While I won't spoil it for those of you who choose to play the game I will say that it
brings no closure to the short story.

Overall, considering I got the game in the bundle at 90% off, I cannot complain too much, but I certainly would not reccomend
buying Broken Dreams at the asking price of two dollars (Especially when a better version is available for free). Also consider
that the game only takes about one half-hour to complete and decide how much money that is worth to you. While I would not
spend extra money here, I do not feel that I wasted my half-hour.. At first, I was surprised when I clicked to buy Four Kings
Casino All-In Pass and found out that this is just a DLC, and for purchase - it want to buy the game itself. Ok. I bought it. Since
a VERY LONG time waiting for something similar Reel Deal Slots in Steam. And cause I'm a fan of this genre of games.

And I was very disappointed... the presence of early access in no way justifies an EXTREMELY UGLY BLOCKY graphics.
Many games of this genre 15 years ago looked much better than this game. Halls, which is nearly the same as each other are no
different and artificially stretched by placing the same machine 10 pieces in a row. Only 1 kind of horrible slot machine
(seriously???) without interesting bonus and the possibility of doubling (on mobile devices, in F2P games - slots which made on
a much more decent level - hundreds). Video poker without the doubling possibility and other games made on the most
primitive level without interesting variations. And I doubt very much that at least some of these problems will be fixed with the
release.

Including a full absence of people in the lobby. I can't even give out my VIP invitations to friends in Steam, cause the VIP-
invitation system not working at the moment.
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Not to mention the fact that my first acquaintance with the game began with an immediate disconnect from server after logging
into the system and inability to reconnect quite a long time, resulting to log into the game I was only able the next day.
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